
L24-Reconstructing 
phylogenies 



Tree-climbing 
Timescale determined via molecular clock 
-calibrate differences to known divergence times 



Based on this tree, which species is the 
outgroup of canids?	  

A.  Gray	  Wolf	  
B.  Bush	  Dog	  
C.  Black	  Bear	  
D.  Bat-‐Eared	  Fox	  



Based on this tree, which species is the outgroup of 
canids?	  

A.  Gray	  Wolf	  
B.  Bush	  Dog	  
C.  Black	  Bear	  
D.  Bat-‐Eared	  Fox	  

Ancestor of Black Bear and modern 
canids predates the ancestor of the 
latter by >10 Mya.  



Based on this tree, if the descriptor ‘Dog’ was a 
taxonomic grouping, it would be..	  

A.  monophyle?c	  
B.  polyphyle?c	  
C.  symplesiomorphic	  



Based on this tree, if the descriptor ‘Dog’ was a 
taxonomic grouping, it would be...	  

A.  monophyle?c	  
B.  polyphyle?c	  
C.  symplesiomorphic	  
	  

‘Dogs’ do not share a single, 
recent common ancestor 
 
Not all descendants are ‘dogs’ 



Based on this tree, which pairs are most 
closely related?	  

A.  domes?c	  dog	  and	  arc?c	  fox	  
B.  cape	  fox	  and	  arc?c	  fox	  
C.  maned	  wolf	  and	  gray	  wolf	  
D.  kit	  fox	  and	  arc?c	  fox	  
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Identify the polytomic node cluster.	  

A.  A	  
B.  B	  
C.  C	  
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Identify the polytomic node cluster.	  
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Uncertainty remains regarding  
the evolutionary history between  
these taxa 



GOAL: Using available data to infer past events. 
1)  Select taxa of interest 
2)  Select quantifiable characters or traits  
-feathers: color, length, shape 
-development: clutch size, hatch time  
-behavior: mating, protection, migration 
-nesting: reclaimed or new 
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GOAL: Using available data to infer past events. 
1)  Select taxa of interest 
2)  Select quantifiable characters or traits  
-shared characters may reflect common ancestry 
 



Evaluating tree building methods: 
1) efficient- will it break my computer? 
cluster methods add taxa sequentially 
-fast but dependent on  
how sequences are entered 



Evaluating tree building methods: 
1) efficient- will it break my computer? 
optimality criteria uses a a) model to explain changes 
between taxa 
b) evaluates each tree (ML) 
 
Much slower (<20 taxa) and  
suffers from some catastrophic  
computational problems 
 
Shortcuts/assumptions 
help to avoid some of these 



Evaluating tree building methods: 
1) efficient- will it break my computer? 
2) power/consistency- minimum amount of data 
needed to arrive at the correct tree all the time 

Do we need more ‘shoes’  
(taxa) or more traits (characters) to 

build a correct phylogeny about  
shoe type? 

More taxa and characters can slow 
efficiency without adding power and 

consistency. 
 

 
 



Evaluating tree building methods: 
1) efficient- will it break my computer? 
2) power/consistency- minimum amount of data 
needed to arrive at the correct tree all the time 
3) robustness/falsifiability- how do violations of the 
assumptions impact outcomes and can it ‘report’ 
those effects. 



Parsimony 
 
 
 
 
 
Fewer the changes, the more plausible the tree.  
Outgroups are key! 
Explanations should proceed to simplicity except in 
the light of greater explanatory power 
 
 

1      2             2 



Parsimony 
Fewer the changes, the more plausible the tree 
 



Parsimony 
Fewer the changes, the more plausible the tree 
-topology isn’t the most parsimonious (5) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Will build many trees  
to find the most parsimonious 



Parsimony 
Fewer the changes, the more plausible the tree 
-most parsimonious (3) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Can be sensitive to ordering and many trees must be 
evaluated, which may be inefficient. 



Parsimony is sensitive to rapidly evolving species 
 
 
Long-branch attraction 
is when dissimilar species 
are drawn together due 
to having more changes 
than their sister taxa 



Distance methods quantify pairwise differences to 
yield a ‘distance score’ 
 
Differences can be a.a. residues, nucleotides or 
morphological traits, allele frequencies, etc. 
 



DNA sequence alignment 
1) look for regions of homology 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Parsimony methods use DNA too!  



DNA sequence alignment 
1) look for regions of homology 
2) identify insertions and deletions (indels) 



DNA sequence alignment 
1) look for regions of homology 
2) identify insertions and deletions (indels) 
3) identify substitutions 



Distance methods quantify pairwise differences to 
yield a ‘distance score’ 
 
Differences can be a.a. residues, nucleotides or 
morphological traits,  
allele frequencies, etc. 
 
Multiple pairwise  
distances yield a 
distance matrix 



Goal: a tree that 
reflects the given 
distances 
 



Goal: a tree that 
reflects the given 
distances 
 
 

 
Arrangement (A) reflects known distances... 

 
 
 
 

...with the least amount of  
‘stress’ (disagreements) 

 
 

 



Discrete Characters (Parsimony) vs. Distance? 
 

     Parsimony preserves info about changes 
contributing to the tree topology. 

-seeks the simplest answer 
 
 

 
Maximum likelihood quantifies  
pairwise differences and changes  
under a model of evolution 



DNA substitution models of evolution 
 
Jukes-Cantor (homologous) 
-equal probability of character change 
 
Kimura Two-Parameter 
-pur->pur changes more likely than  
pur->pyr 
 
General Time-Reversible + Gamma +1 
-different prob. for each possible change 
-different site change at different rates 
--->computationally-expensive 



DNA sequence alignment 



Maximum likelihood 
The best explanation for the observed outcome is 
preferred. 
-probability that the given tree explains the collected 
data 



Maximum likelihood: 
 
L=Probability(Observed Data|tree) 
“prob. of the observed data given a tree” 
 
1. Characters evolve independently 
2. Substitution rate is constant 
 
“Given a model of probability of observing specific 
events, we can compute the likelihood of obtaining 
the observed data” -Page and Holmes 



Inferred trees are ‘best guesses’ about hypothetical 
evolutionary relationships 
 
Statistical confidence provides a level of certainty 
about how well the data supports monophyletic clades 
and the overall phylogeny 
 
 
 
 
Bootstrap analysis: ‘resampling with replacement’ to 
evaluate how data randomization affects tree topology 
 
 



Bootstrap analysis creates many  
reordered character matrices with  
randomly replaced traits... 
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Bootstrap analysis creates >100s->1K  
reordered character matrices with  
randomly replaced traits... 
 
Trees are generated from each matrix 
 
Frequency of clade recovery is evaluated 
 
 
 Bootstrapping only provides confidence about how the data 

supports the inferred tree not about the accuracy of the 
evolutionary history 



Inferred trees are ‘best guesses’ about hypothetical 
evolutionary relationships 
 
Statistical confidence provides a level of certainty 
about how well the data supports the overall phylogeny 
 
 
 
Odds ratio testing compares the  
best tree with clade X vs. the best  
tree lacking clade X and reports a significance statistic 
 
 



Are termites social cockroaches? 

Dictyoptera: mantids, cockroaches and termites 
 
Fossil record indicates rapid proliferation 
-but limited Cryptocercus fossils 
 
Difficult to reconcile juvenile characteristics 

Tree-thinking: Evaluating competing hypotheses 



Are termites social cockroaches? 

Genetic, behavior and microbial information has  
helped to answer in the affirmative. 

A 

A 

S 

E 

P 

A nonsocial 
S subsocial 
E eusocial 
P protists 



Tree-thinking: Comparative analysis 
Establishing evolutionary relationships  
to aid in making hypotheses about  
specific trait dynamics 
 
 
 
 
 
If the observed character states are taken as 
independent occurrences, then nocturnal and 
arboreal lifestyles appear strongly correlated. 
 



Tree-thinking: Comparative analysis 
Establishing evolutionary relationships  
to aid in making hypotheses about  
specific trait dynamics 
 
 

If evolutionary history is known, then  
the traits can be mapped onto the 

phylogeny and evaluated 



Tree-thinking: Comparative analysis 
Establishing evolutionary relationships  
to aid in making hypotheses about  
specific trait dynamics 
>The most parsimonious explanation  
is that the derived state occurred at a single branch 



Tree-thinking: Comparative analysis 
Establishing evolutionary relationships  
to aid in making hypotheses about  
specific trait dynamics 
>The most parsimonious explanation  
is that the derived state occurred at a single branch 

 
Probability that Noc+Arb 
are strongly correlated? 

1/18 = 0.055 
...not really. 



Tree-thinking: Comparative analysis 
>Testes size increases with 
age 
 
The phylogeny... 
...single early divergence 
 



Tree-thinking: Comparative analysis 
Inferring a phylogeny indicates these are different 
clades and must be treated separately 
 
>Testes size decreases with age 
 


